
LOADING A NEW EIS INVENTORY TAPE

The following procedure is for a district that has had a completely new
inventory done, received a tape (or disk) from the appraisal company, and
needs to start up with a new set of EIS files.

Please note that different DA-Sites might use variations on this procedure.

Note: NWOCA performs the following procedure in a temporary account
for the districts. Once the file has been loaded and all clean-up has
been completed, the files are then copied over as the district’s files.
An exception could be the EISPND.IDX file. If not doing this in a
temporary account, a back-up copy of the existing files should be
made first.

1 While the loading is taking place in a temporary account, the district
should maintain the pending file, EISPND.IDX, in their USAS account.

2 Run the EIS00 program to create a new set of EIS files.

3 In EISMNT/DATSCN, enter a date in the "Last Fiscal Year Closed"
field. Normally this would be the year prior to the current processing
year with the month equal to 6. The capitalization criteria may also
be entered at this time, but it is not necessary. It will also need to
be determined if the GAAP flag is to be set to yes or no for the initial
load. (NWOCA generally sets the flag to yes)

• Setting the flag to Yes:

• Advantage: acquisition transactions will automatically be
created by the EISIX program during the loading process.
This can be a huge timesaver as the district will not have
to manually enter the acquisition transactions during the
clean-up process.

• Disadvantage: the acquisition transactions will be dated
07/01/XXXX where XXXX is the current EIS processing year.
This generally will not be the true acquisition date. Also, no
purchase order information is recorded on these transactions.
However, DTR can be used to set the date on the acquisition
transaction equal to the acquisition date on the item record.
The TI and Fund of the USAS source code on the acquisition
record can also be set at the same time. The TI can simply
be set to "05" while the source fund can be set equal to the
current fund on the item record. This might not be accurate
for all items but it prevents the items from being reported
under the "Acquisitions Prior to System Start-up" on the
EIS101 Schedule by Source GAAP report.

Note: With the GAAP flag set to "Y", the EISIX program
will also ask if you wish to create transfer transation
records. You should answer "N" to this prompt.

• Setting the flag to No:

• Advantage: it is not necessary to use DTR as described above.
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• Disadvantage: no acquisition transactions will be created for
any of the items during the process of loading the inventory.
The district will need to manually post acquisition transactions
for at least the high dollar items on their inventory. Otherwise,
all items will be reported under the "Acquisitions Prior to
System Start-up" on the EIS101 Schedule by Source GAAP
report.

4 Load the appraisal company’s tape/file onto the new EIS files using the
EISIMP option of the EISIX program.

Note: If you have chosen to temporarily set the GAAP flag
in EISMNT/DATSCN to "Y", it should be set back to "N"
immediately after the loading of the file through EISIX/EISIMP.

5 Print out a local code listing report, EIS001. Examine it carefully to
see if any of the locally defined codes need to be added or changed.
Options of the EISCHG, mass change, program can be helpful in doing
this. Manual intervention and the use of Datatrieve might also be
necessary.

6 Run the brief asset listing, EIS304, and examine it carefully to see
if there are any missing fund, function, or asset class codes on the
item records. This can be done by looking down the columns to see
items with missing codes. Again, the district might want to add
these for any large/high dollar items. Use the modify option in the
EISSCN/ITMSCN program. In the case of missing fund codes, the
district might want to add these for all capitalized items in order to
avoid having an "Unknown Fund Type" page appear in the GAAP
schedules.

7 Verify if the appraisal company included depreciation information.
Check to see if all depreciation data has been entered. You can get
this information from an EIS303, Master Inventory Lising, selecting
only the depreciation information. EISCHG can be used to update
this information if it has not been included or if it is not accurate. If
the depreciation information has been included on the item records,
EISDEPR can be run to ensure the life-to-date (LTD) depreciation
values are correct. (Frequently, the LTD fields have incorrect values
on the appraisal tape.)

8 Check to see that the appraisal company has included all of the
district’s fixed assets. Occasionally, items such as land, buildings,
and/or vehicles have been omitted. To check this, run an EIS304 Brief
Asset Listing sorting by asset classes. Look at the report to see if
items in the classes: 01xx - land, 02xx - buildings, and 04xx - vehicles
are all there. If not, check with the appraisal company for an updated
tape, or add the items manually.

9 If the GAAP flag was temporarily set to "Y" when loading, DTR
should be used to set the date on the acquisition transactions equal
to the item’s true acquisition date on the item record. To do this, the
acquisitions domain will need to be crossed with the items domain.
The acquisition date is a key field. Therefore, in order to "modify"
the field it is necessary to use the procedure to store records. During
the process, you end up creating two sets of acquisition records. The
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original contains the 07/01/XXXX date while the new one will reflect
the true acquisition date copied from the item record. In order to
distinguish between the 2 sets, the Grant ID will be set to "NEW" on
the stored (the new) set of acquisition transactions. Then all records in
the acquisitions domains that do not have the Grant ID = "NEW" will
be found and deleted. The transaction indicator and fund dimensions
of the USAS account on the acquisition transactions can also be set
at this time. Finally, "NEW" will be erased from the Grant Id for the
acquisition transactions. This is all done by doing the following in
DTR:

• DTR>Set dictionary to point to SAAS21

• DTR>READY ACQUISITIONS AS ACQ SHARED WRITE

• DTR>READY ITEMS AS IT SHARED WRITE

• DTR>FIND A IN ACQ CROSS IT OVER INVENTORY_TAG WITH
ACQ.ACQUISITION_DATE = IT.ACQUISITION_DATE

This will determine if there are any items that truely have an
acquisition date of 07/01/XXXX. If any records are found, set the
GRANT_ID to "NEW":

DTR>MODIFY ALL USING ACQ.GRANT_ID = "NEW"

• DTR>FIND B IN ACQ CROSS IT OVER INVENTORY_TAG WITH
ACQ.ACQUISITION_DATE NOT EQUAL IT.ACQUISITION_
DATE

• DTR>FOR CURRENT STORE ACQ USING

• CON>BEGIN

• CON>ACQUISITION_RECORD=ACQUISITION_RECORD

• CON>ACQ.ACQUISITION_DATE=IT.ACQUISITION_DATE

• CON>ACQ.GRANT_ID="NEW"

• CON>END

• DTR>FIND C IN ACQ WITH GRANT_ID NOT EQUAL "NEW"

• DTR>ERASE ALL

• DTR>FIND D IN ACQ

• DTR>MODIFY ALL USING TRANSACTION_INDICATOR = "05"

• DTR>MODIFY ALL USING FUND = ASSET_FUND

• DTR>MODIFY ALL USING GRANT_ID = ""

• DTR>FINISH

You should go into EISSCN/ACQTRN and verify that your changes
have been made. Look at the acquisition date as well as the the TI
and Fund of the USAS account code. These fields should reflect the
changes that were just made in DTR.
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10 If the district feels that the files are in order, then copy these new EIS
files to the account containing the district’s "live" files, and purge out
the old files. The one exception is that the pending file should NOT be
copied back. The current pending file in the "live" files should be kept.

11 It will be necessary to put the correct items on the pending file. In
the district’s "live" files be sure the EIS flags on USASDAT/USACON
screen 2 are properly set. Next determine the date the inventory was
taken. Run the pending file report, EIS501, and sort by invoice date
first (D,PO,PI). Look at the report carefully by invoice date to see if
any items received prior to the inventory are currently on the pending
file. The problem is to determine if any items listed on the pending
file were also included on the inventory tape. If so, they should be
deleted from the pending file. The district might need to run the
location worksheet report (EIS302) or a brief asset listing (EIS304)
to assist in this determination. An alternative to deleting items from
the current pending file is to create a new pending file starting from
the date of the inventory. To do this, first rename the current pending
file, EISPND.IDX, to EISPND.SAV. Next run the EIS00 program to
create a new EISPND.IDX file. Then run the program, EISPND, to re-
populate the pending file from the date of the inventory to the present.
The district will need to be involved in the process of determining
the starting date. You would probably want to run another pending
file report (EIS501) to be sure it contains only items not included on
the inventory tape. When the new pending file is determined to be
acceptable, the EISPND.SAV file can be deleted.

12 At this point the district can continue or finish processing for the
current FY.

13 GAAP Considerations:

• If the appraisal tape contained items for the current FY, the GAAP
startup program, EISGAAP, should not be run until processing
for the year has been completed and the current fiscal year has
been closed. This means that neither the EIS103 nor EIS104
schedules can be run. The other two GAAP schedules, EIS101
and EIS102, can be run. With the assistance of the DAS, it is
possible to manually create the EIS103 change schedule, but this
involves some extra work. The EIS305 bookvalue (depreciation)
report can be used in place of the EIS104 depreciation change
schedule. EIS305 will contain the total accumulated depreciation
at the beginning of the FY, the current FY depreciation, and the
total accumulated depreciation at the end of the FY.

14 FY End Closing:

• After all of the processing is completed for the current FY, run all
of the necessary FY end reports. If the district wants the EIS103
change schedule created manually, they can contact the DAS for
assistance. (Please see the procedure for "Creating the EIS103
Change Schedule Manually" for assistance.)
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• When all of the reports are completed, EISCLS should be run to
close the files. This program will advance the "Last FY Closed" flag
by one year, will add the current year’s depreciation to the Life-
to-Date (LTD) depreciation field, and will generate a depreciation
report, EISDEP.TXT.

Note: NWOCA has a procedure for the districts to run just prior
to running EISCLS. This procedure makes a copy of all the
EIS files as well as the USAS files used by EIS. The copied
files are renamed to have an extension of EIS_FXX where
XX is equal to the fiscal year being closed. The files are
then stored on the system and are available for future use
if necessary.

• Before any processing is done for the new FY, the DAS should
run the GAAP startup program, EISGAAP. Be sure to print and
save the file it generates, which contains the new FY beginning
balances.
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